
Improved security, data privacy and brand 
experience with our Visitor Management solution 

Visitor Management 
Solution

Client Need

The client needed a digital alternative to the traditional visitor 
logbook to simplify and automate the whole visitor 
management activity and also make it more secure.  



Winklix Solution
Winklix developed the application ensuring the user interface followed 
the Microsoft Fluent design standards, streamlining reception 
desk activities

The visitor management solution captures all relevant data of a visitor and 
maintains all communication records - check-in and check-out times, 
personal, professional, the purpose of visit, whom they are meeting. It 
captures photo and signature and sends notifications to host and visitor 
and makes the visitor onboarding experience a smooth one

Able to connect to APIs in iSymphony™ (Winklix low-code no-code 
platform) 

Microsoft Adaptive card integration

Leverages OCR technology to capture signature and visitor’s picture 

Responsive and mobile view

Also provides a Non-disclosure agreement (NDA) for the visitor

Sends visitors and hosts a friendly text or email before they check-in and 
checkout

What The Client Gained

Increased security and 
data protection
 

Was able to create a welcome that stands out by allowing 
visitors to sign themselves in

Smooth and easy visitor 
management

OCR-based visitor 
recognition gives the 
visitor great experience

Track and collect visitor 
feedback to improve 
experience

Improved brand 
experience

Fastest to implement 
and easy to use

About Innominds 
 
Innominds is an AI-first platform-led digital transformation and full-cycle software product engineering services 
company headquartered in San Jose, CA. Innominds powers the digital next initiatives of global enterprises and 
software product companies with an integrated expertise in devices and embedded engineering, software apps and 
product engineering, cloud, analytics, DevOps, data, security and quality engineering. 

www.innominds.com marketing@innominds.comwww.winklix.com

About Winklix

Winklix is US based software development company known for providing customised solution worldwide.
As a application development and maintenance company with over 350+ software engineers having
industry specific knowledge which derives them in delivering A-graded solutions to enterprises.


